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the Puranas. True, many of these stories are rather wild
and fantastic. But behind all their extravagant imagery
one can see the single, unalterable and perfect scheme of
life which has sustained Hindu society throughout its
chequered history.
When religion was thus brought home to the masses
it underwent some inevitable modifications. A highly
metaphysical or mystical religion could only be for the
few. The Vedantic Absolute which, according to the
famous words of Yajnavalkya, could only be described
by the, expression "Not this, not that" is not for the
multitude. On the other hand, if it was to become po-
pular, an appeal had to be made to the hearts and imagi-
nations of men. Therefore the cold and austere meta-
physic was kept in the background, and the warm theistic
elements in the Upanishads were developed to the fullest
extent, and emphasis was laid on the personal aspects of
the Deity. In place of the impersonal or supra-personal
Absolute we have now an Isvara, a personal God, who
has created all beings, who upholds the order of the uni-
verse and who readily responds to the call of bhakti or
devotion. For instance, the Bhagavan of the Gita is not
only the immanent principle in the universe, not only "the
thread on which the pearls of creation are strung," but
also the Friend and Saviour of men. He assures us that
no man who does good ever treads the path of woe, that
no devotee of His will ever perish, and that those who
love Him will soon find Him 'entering their hearts and
dispelling the darkness of ignorance by the shining lamp
of wisdom/ He assures us that in times of national
decadence He appears on the scene to protect the right-
eous, that no sin can really pursue a man who has taken
refuge in Him, and that peace comes to the soul which

